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BSA honors black history Core philosophy defined
by Darin Keith Lewis
staff reporter and
Jennifer Stark
News editor

ebruary is a month of celebration,
recognition and education. It has
been set aside to show all Americans that blacks have earned a legitimate place in American history. Xavier's
Black Student Association (BSA) is
nearing the end of their month-long series of activities promoting the month
, and the possibilities available for today's
generation.
The events sponsored by the BSA included a kick-off parade, a panel discussion on "Race Relationship on College
Campuses;' seminars on blacks in music
and poetry, an "Essence of Color" fashion show, minority. career day, gospel
fest, a discussion on South Africa, and
a seminar on blacks in business. Some
events drew praise, while others sparked
criticisms.
According to Kim Hopkins, sophomore; "The activities were planned well,
but when ·they got underway they were
not what I expected. [The BSA] needed
more hosts who knew what they were
doing." Melissa Leavell, a freshman,
. agreed. "Lthought, it went great/' she
said, "but some· of the events were disorganized:'
Of particular concern was the canceled gospel fest, scheduled for Feb. ll.
"I found out the night of the gospel
event that all the choirs were canceled;'
explained Hopkins. Leavell added, "The
way the ·gospel fest cancelation was
handled totally discouraged me:'
The fashion show, however, was a
recognized success, according to Hopkins and junior John Davis. "The fashion show went well;' said Davis, "I
liked it. I think there should have been
more guys involved, but there were a
lot of whites [in the audience], and
that's positive:'
·

F

Black History Month is more than today's story. Benjamin Banneker, Lloyd
Augustus Hall and Gerrett Morgan are
three black men whose inventions and
discoveries have contributed to the development of this country.
Banneker constructed what was probably the first clock made in America in
1761. It was a wooden "striking" clock
that was accurate it kept perfect time
and struck each hour unfailingly for
more than 20 years.
Today's blacks also have a wealth of
opportunities, according to sophomore
Kimantha Hamilton. "I think that as far
as the black students are concerned,
Black History Month is a time to celebrate, and to keep striving for better
opportunities and equality," she said.
"For white students, I think Black
History Month should let them know
that all blacks aren't downcasts. Blacks
have smarts, and they can become lawyers and doctors, vice presidents or
presidents of corporations. We are all
equal. ~ shouldn't separate ourselves,
we should be united," said Hamilton.
Christine Fumi-Fiamawle, administrative vice president of the BSA, was
born in Africa. She believes many black
Americans are ignorant of their history,
and if is· her hope that the· BSA's activities for Black History Month' will help
not only black students, but all Xavier
students learn more about black history.
The month has been marked with
success and failure, according to Hopkins. But the activities are not over yet.
This evening at 7 p.m., a panel discussion on male and female relationships
will be presented in Kelley Auditorium.
The Antonio Johnson Scholarship Banquet is Friday, 7:30 p.m., at the West
End YMCA, and a reggae dance will be
held Saturday at 9 p.m. in the Musketeer Inn. Next Monday, the BSA will
sponsor a talent show in the Theatre at
7:30 p.m., and closing ceremonies will
be next Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in Bellarmine Chapel.

Understanding essential

Fleming addresses racism solutions
by Jennifer Stark
News editor

'The best thing you can do is to take
the time to understand," began Dr. Jacqueling Fleming, addressing over 100
students, faculty and staff who filled the
Terrace Room Monday afternoon. Fleming, author of Blacks in College,·. spoke
·on racism and development pressures as
part of a three-day visit to Xavier's
campus Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.
Understanding was the underlying
message throughout Fleming's presentation. With it, according to Fleming,
both blacks and whites can· counteract
the effects of racism in college life effects which can often be subtle.
"Many· black students believe overt racial tension is, the worst they have to
fear;' explained Fleming. "It is not. The
greatest problem is a lessening of the
quality of life for blacks, even on college campuses:'
Fleming outlined four major development pl'e§ures which she analyzed in a

and those of a Roman Catholic and Jesuit education. The document then defines what those goals are for Xavier
University in particular.
A philosophy of general education
"We want to use this consensus opin- .
was presented to the university community last Friday by the Core Curriculum ion as a springboard to what the nature
of a core curriculum should be," said
Committee, which has been discussing
committee member Dr. Lon Kriner.
and reviewing the university's core cur· "Our first goal was to get the document
riculum of classes since last falL Acout for response," he said. According to
cording to committee members, the text
Sam Lind, a student committee member,
was published to elicit feedback from
'We want to make sure that we're on
the university poplation - those who
track ... that it's what everybody else
will be affected by the decisions of the
wants:'
committee.
According to Dr. Stanley Hedeen,
The document is a draft of what the
dean of the College of Arts and Scicommittee members as a whole have
ences, students and faculty members
decided a general education should be.
The document states that the concept of may obtain copies of the document as
well as submit responses to the text by
general education at a Roman Catholic
and Jesuit institution must be defined in March 1 at the office of the academic
vice president. An open forum will be
terms of three separate but related
goals: those of a unviersity education in scheduled for the discussion of the comgeneral, those of a liberal arts education mittee's suggestions.
by Brian Sullivan
News editor

.

.

Greg Rust photo

The leading characters of "Babj//'. the ·Xavier Players' spring musical , gather around
the title character. "Baby" runs thiS Thursday through Sunday in the University Center
Theatre.

S. E.X. spells misunderstanding

SAC offers informative week

Kevin Hughes, comedian, 9 p.m.,
by Jennifer Stark
freshrri~/senior sample from three maDownUnder
News editor
jor colleges in Ohio, Texas and Hous• Tuesday, Feb. 28: Lecture on alternative
lifeStyles, 3 p.m., Terrace Room
ton. They underwent a battery of tests,
Misunderstanding ·has been a constant .
interviews and competitive scenarios to
"Sexy Movie Night," 7:30 p.m.,
companion of Student Activities Counsimulate their reactions in real-life situaDown Under
cil's (SAC) S.E.X. Week, scheduled for
• Wednesday, March 1: James Petertions.
Feb. 27-Mar. 3. "I think people were
son,
"Love and Sex in the Eighties," 3
According to Fleming, the four presafraid we'd get 'Debbie Does Dallas,"'
p.m.,
Theatre
sures are seeking career assistance from
said Charlie Sweeney, coordinator of the
Talent/No Talent Show, emceed by
faculty and staff members, leadership,
event, referring to the "Sexy Movie
Carl Rosen, 9:30 p.m., DownUnder
experiencing stress, and pressure towards Night;' Feb. 28.
• Thursday: Presentation on Creative
competence. On the whole, white stuBut the purpose of. Sexual Exploration
Dating, 7 p.m., Terrace Room
dents scored higher in handling the
at Xavier Week isn't to offend; accord• Friday: S.EX Week party, featurpressures, with the notable exception of
ing to Sweeney. SAC got. the idea from
'The Remains,'' Cafeteria, 9 p.m.
ing
leadership in which ·both groups scored
Akron University, who had sponsored a
similarly by their senior years.
Much of the controversy has stemmed
similar event. "It was new and it was
from Peterson's presentation on love and
Fleming presented supplementary indifferent;' said Sweeney, stressing that
sex
in the eighties. Peterson writes a
formation to back up her findings, and
SAC· has a variety of programming;
column for Playboy magazine.· SAC. first
completed her presentation with advice
The idea of an informative week, dissaw part of his speech at a regional
on faculty-student relations to mitigate
cussing different aspects of sexuality,
conference
where they book talent for
racism in any form. She stressed the
was approved by Vice· President for Stuevents, and according to member Ann
importance of. knowing about the black
dent Development Dr. Arthur Shriberg
Stieritz, Peterson's presentation ·doesn't
experience, and suggested the possibility
and his assistant Sally Watson.
refer to the "fluff" Playboy offers beof including a course in it in the core
Events for the week include:
sides articles. As to the the week itself,
•Monday, Feb. 27: Discussion on
requirements. Her book, Blacks in Col·~ never intended for it to get out of ·
. sexually transmitted diseases, 3 p.m.,
lege, is available in the university's
hand;'
said Sweeney.
Terrace
Room
·
bookstore and library.
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Students for Life: defending the defenseless
by Mike Kelly
staff reporter
"Right to Lifers have an image that all we care about is
the baby. This is false. We are
concerned about the baby and
the mother. One does not supersede the other;• said Mike
O'Donnell, president of Xavier's
pro-life organization, Students
for Life. O'Donnell, who
founded the group last semester,
feels the club was a necessary
addition to Xavier's campus because of the importance of the
pro-life issues, especially at a
Catholic institution.
Because "pro-life" has been

(NRL) Movement-sponsored
rally, the American Collegiates
for Life (ACL) held a conference
to educate college students from
across the nation. More than
200 students attended. Xavier's
seven pro-lifers were among the
highest turnout from any one
school.
Chris LeSar, vice president for
development of Students for
Life, found the conference to be
both "shocking and very imformative." He reported that "contrary to popular belief, it is legal for a woman to have an

abortion as long as the umbilical cord is still connected to the
baby. It is legal, therefore, for a
baby to be aborted minutes before birth.''
Already since January, Students for Life has become an
active club on campus. They
sponsored the Carnation Sale
for Valentine's Day. Most of the
proceeds will go to Madonna
House which, according to
LeSar, "helps women who
choose life for their children.
The people there understand
this decision is a difficult one,

both financially and emotionally." The group will also sponsor a movie double feature on
March 8: 'The Miracle of Life"
aria "Inner Spact::.:' Exact time
and location will be announced.
..."Human Life begins at conception and should end at a
natural death;' said O'Donnell,
summing up the foundation of
the group. LeSar concluded,
"We are not here to hold up
pictures of aborted fetuses, but
instead to educate and to show
that abortion is not the only
option.''

by Ed Bamonte
senator
"The Junkateer"-What's that
you ask? To most of you. it is
knawn as the Snackateer. I call
it the "Junkateer" because that
is exactly the type of food you
will find in the shop around the
corner from the Theatre.
Not long ago, I was walking
back from . the Sports Center after an exhausting game of' bas,ketball. I was hungry but
· wasn't really craving candy or
anything like that. I just
. wanted. an orange or something
nutritious. I decided to stop at
Ed Bamonte
the Snackateer to see what I
.. c;oz.lld.fir:!d: ! wqlked in and saw nothing but.fimk food. There were shelves full of chocolate .
candy bars, potato chips, cookies; and other sugar faoils. I couldn't find any oranges or· 100 .
percent pure orange juice. I asked the cashier if there wa.5 anything healthy to eat or drink. She
pointed to the refrigerated section where there were numerous soft-drinks. "There should be
some milk at the end," she said. I looked only to find a small empty spot between all the softdrinks. "If there is no milk," she said, " then we must be out of it again."
"Out of it again?" I thought. They have nothing healthy to eat except something 'U)hich they
are always out of. I left the Snackateer disappointed and unfulfilled.
.
Now, I'm not the type of person who likes to complain, but rather a student who would just
like to eat or drink a wholesome snack. I don't have a car to go to the grocery store, and my
schedule does not allow me to get to the Musketeer Inn. The most convenient spot for me to
obtain this sort of food would be the Snackateer. It's not just my opinion, butthe opinion of
many others also. Don't get me wrong, I do like candy bars and potato chips, but I also desire
nutritious food. After all, it's my understanding that the Snackateer is the campus convenience
store. If this is true then it should have a variety of accessory products, but especially food ..
. Although some students might· eat only junk food, the majority eat healthy food too. Let's
not make the Snackateer all for one, but rather, one for all.
1981 Renaalt Alllance
1. 7 liter, 5-speed,
A/C, PS, PB
AM/FM cassette,
all service records available
83100 or best offer

PIZZA

WANTED:

Doorman/Valet for
Belvedere Condominium
Start $4.00 per hr.
Phone 281-7258

Own Your .Own
Video I CD
Magazine
Marketing Business
. 281-6885

I. CALL
YOU CALL

PIZZA

WE'LL ALL CALL
AND .HAVE A BALL
AT THE

.Alumni Fund Telethon"s
Campus Club Challenge
Feb. 2·6 - ·Mar. I
.
Isyour:Club up to the Challenge?
PIZZA- · ·

CALL: Judie List, 745.:3os2 for· details. , ·

PIZZA
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Rushdie's censorship nothing new
by Anthony Kovalik
Perspectives editor

Crowd missing at
XU basketball games
I am only a freshman and
have only been here one semester but I've been here long
enough to notice a lot of
things.
A negative point that sticks
out in my mind is the student
support at basketball ·games.
Where are they? Why is it· that
we can only get 150 to 200 students at a game? Why is it that
the students who attend the
games are less than enthusiastic? What's the problem? Basketball is the sport that Xavier
is most noteworthy in so why
can't the student body show
more support?
What we need is a group of
students who are spirited and
full of energy to organize some
form of cheering in the student
section: You look at·schools
like Notre Dame or Duke, do
their students ever shut up or
sit down? No. No matter who
they are playing, they are always standing up, being loud
and giving their team the
home-court edge. They are, in
a sense, "the sixth man,'' on the
court.
Another idea that I would
like to propose to the school is:
Why not sit the Xavier students
up in the stands? Give the stu0

dents a section of the seats toward the center of the floor.
The school should make it a
privilege to go to the games
. and support the team. They do
it to success at plenty of other
schools. To name just one,
there is Dayton. The students
there make the UD arena a
very difficult place to play. I
know Xavier has an outstanding home record but wouldn't
you want people to know the
Gardens as a difficult place to
play because the crowd is so
loud and supportive of their
team?
As of now, my high school
basketball games received much
more student support than we
do here, and my high school
. only had 550 students .. ,Vocally,
the Xavier students could turn
a lot of close games into our
favor. Show some support of
your school's team. There are
three home games remaining let's see a difference.
The cheerleaders and pep
band are doing a great job in
trying to get the crowd pumped
up, but there is one very important missing element: the
students.
-by Andrew Laboe

Letters save lives
We urge your participation in
the work of Xaviers chapter of
Amnesty International. Amnesty International is a worldwide movement of people trying - in 'Very practical ways
- to ensure wider respect for
some of the fundamental rights,
proclaimed by the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.
Amnesty International seeks
the release of prisoners of conscience who are detained any.where for their beliefs, colour,
sex, ethnic origin, language, or
religion, who have not used or
advocated violence. Amnesty
International works for fair and
prompt trials for all political
prisoners and opposes torture
and executions in all cases; specifically the use of the death
penalty under any circumstances: This is Amnesty's most
controversial stance and willingness to examining one's view
towards capital punishment is
the only pre-requisite.
Amnesty's sole concern is the
protection of human rights. It is
independent and impartial and

does not support or oppose any
government or political system.
It is not aligned with any government, political faction, ideology or religion.
· Amnesty International extensively researches reports of human .rights violations through
direct investigations of· allegations and then utilizes letterwriting arid direct appeals to
pressure govemmerits to insure
the rights of. victims. Many prisoners - now free - report
that is was the demonstration
of world public opinion that
gave them comfort in. prison,
led. to their release, or saved
their lives. For its work, AI
was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1977.
Please take the time to
"Write a letter, save a Life!"
-signed by: J. Kenneth Blackwell, Dr. Vytautas J. Bieliauskas, Albert J. DiUlio,5.J., Timothy P. Mclaughlin, David
Noll, Matthew Nijo, Dr. Arthur
Shriberg, Dr. Marcia L Ruwe
and Sylvia Bessegato

Censorship has been taken to
the streets and the global marketplace in Ayatollah Khomeini's offer of $5.2 million to any
Iranian who kills Salman Rushdie, the author of. Satanic
Verses. The Ayatollah will pay
the paltry sum of $1 million to
any non-Iranian who gets to
Rushdie first.
Rushdie, who was born a
Moslem in Bombay, India but
no longer practices his inherited
faith and is now a British citizen, has become the target of
bounty hunters for having written an allegory of the Islamic
religion in which Mohammed is
portrayed as fallible. The Ayatollah and other Moslems take
offense at this portrayal because
it implies that Islam is not the
only true religion.
Apparently, Rushdie's crime,
in the eyes of the Ayatollah is
libel. Satanic Verses threatens
the credibility of the Islamic
system of beliefs. The faith in
which the Ayatollah is a leader,
the religion from which the
Ayatollah has made a living,
has been somehow stigmatized
as disreputable in Rushdie's allegorical novel. Obviously, the
Ayatollah could not sue Rushdie in a court of law· for the
crime. The Coca-Cola corporation could sue Rushdie had he
written an ·allegory satarizing
and libeling the company's pro-

duction of soft-drinks yet the
Ayatollah doesn't have such an
option in today's secular Western society.
In a risky marketing decision,
the Islamic leader has offered
money to the most efficient and
innovative assassin who can kill
Rushdie despite his protection
from Scotland Yard and the
chance of being arrested and
brought to trial. The money is
an incentive to anyone who can
silence Rushdie and make him
pay for somehow damaging the
Islamic faith.
Many perceive this form of·
censorship as something new.
Certainly, the Ayatollah's manner is orjginal with a different
deadly twist but it is nothing
new. For years, books and writers have been censored on the
basis. of their opportunity cost
to publishers. If a book doesn't
have the ability to tum a profit
for the publishing firm (i.e. if
the costs to print the book outweigh the money that will be
received in sales) the book
doesn't get printed and is effectively censored in and by the
marketplace.
Since the Ayatollah's death
threats, Waldenbooks, this nation's largest bookstore chain
has pulled Satanic Verses from
Jhe shelves. The corporate executives claim their decision has
been made for the protection of
their employees. Who knows
how far and to whom the Ayatollah's threats extend? They say

they have fought long and hard
against censorship and first
amendment rights, yet a compromise must be made for the
sake of their employees' lives.
Yet, it is ironic in light of their
official statements, that corporate officials of Waldenbooks
are allowing, if not encouraging, their employees to sell the
books discretely from stockroom shelves. The decision to
remove books from the showroom and hide them in the
stockroom seems more of a
marketing decision than an. issue of worker safety;· By putting
Satanic Verses out of the public
eye they reduce the risk of offending Moslems but by continuing to sell the books in backrooms they can still make
money from Rushdie's novel
which they seem to no longer
support.
In any case, Rushdie and his
text are being censored by or
for money. There are no higher
values or real religious reasons
for the censorship. Rushdie has
since repented and the Ayatollah's offer stands even if, according to Khomeini, Rushdie
becomes the Moslem world's
most pious man. The damage
the Islamic faith's reputation has
suffered cannot not be repaired
and so Rushdie, who has libeled the religion must likewise
suffer an ultimate punishment.
He must also be silenced in
case he decides to write another
book about Islam.

Playboy· editor's views offensive
Are we being educated or
trained? The difference between
these two methods supplies the
reasons why James Peterson
from Playboy Magazine has
been invited to this liberal arts
campus. I hope that his presentation· will somehow be very
different from the shallow, superficial and simplistic objectification of human beings portrayed in the magazine which
he represents, but this is not
what fundamentally frightens
me. Narrow-mindedness and
unconscious decision-making
do.
Working in a restaurant for
the past five-and-a-half years
has forced me to articulate feelings of subservience and humiliation that .I never thought serving people could bring. More
importantly, though, the experience has helped me to define
the difference between one who
is educated or merely trained.
An educated person has awareness of her limits and simultaneously attempts to transcend
them while choosing to share
and empathize with those
around her. In contrast, a
trained person simply imitates
and repeats, without scrutiny,
what is already familiar. The
latter finds it too difficult to
pursue new, original and creative alternatives for approaching
the world, and consequently,

her life b~omes dull and even
computer-like, or dead.
This illustrates my feelings
about why or how James Peterson could have been invited to
this. campus which supposedly
attempts to lure each one of us
into a fuller• understanding of
cii.lrselves ·arid our world. I hope
that his. approach to sexuality
will not resemble the confining
and narrow philosophy of Playboy Magazine and those customers. who inevitably inform
me (as if I didn't know) about
who has control because of

their tipping ability: "Honey,
you bring my food real fast, I'll
give you a big tip!"
Power defined as dominance
rather than sharing pervades
the exploitation which Playboy's
mentality parades. Because the
relationship between the mind
and body has been stifled by
trite yet glittering notions of
beauty, someone's leadership
skills got lost when he·· or she
decided to invite James Peterson
to Xavier to educate(?) us on
issues of sexuality.
-by Laura· Foy
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Boxers bamboozle Bobcats and others in bruising bouts
scoring effectively on Polland
when suddenly, Polland
slumped and turned from
Last Thursday night at the
Roche. "I was just about to key
on the guy," commented Roche.
Armory proved to be a knockout of a night with the Xavier
"When he went to grab his
Musketeers and Ohio University right arm, I knew something
(OU) Bobcats both taking four
was seriously wrong." With
out of six bouts in the intercolthat, the referee stopped the
legiate boxing match. The Micontest, and ordered a physician
ami University Redskins took
to attend to Polland. Roche was
one of four bouts and the Uniawarded the bout on a RSC
versity of Cincinnati Bearcats
(referee stops contest).
walked away empty handed,
The welterweight class bout
losing the one bout they partici- pitted Neil Ryan of Xavier and
Todd Dittman of UC. This bout
pated in.
Xavier senior Chris "Mac"
went the distance. Ryan, a
Mcinerney beat Kevin Nester of southpaw, kept his opponent
Miami in the light heavyweight
off guard by using effective
class. Mac, with an uncontrolcounter punching. Ryan scoring
lable fashion, charged out at
well on the inside, frustrated
Nester in the first and second
Dittman. Ryan's domination
round. He began to tire on the
won him the match.
The light heavyweight class
final round, but kept the winbout featured Fran Westbrooks
ning edge and was awarded the
of Xavier and Mike Marasco of
unanimous decision.
The junior middleweight class OU. The first round was a difficult one for Westbrooks who
debuted co-caotain Rick Roche
of Xavier and Michael Polland
had problems with the defensive
of OU. Roche, an All-American style of Marasco. In the second
and national finalist in 1987,
and final round, Westbrooks
converged towards his opponent could not get inside to gain an
in the first few moments of the
edge on Marasco. Marasco was
first round. Roche seemed to be awarded the victory, one of

by Mike Erb
staff reporter

==•Budgpt===
car and
truck rental

four for OU.
The lightweight class bout
went the distance with Brennan
Maloney for the Musketeers and
Ron Katz for the OU Bobcats.
'The fight of the night," said
coach Rollie Schwartz. 'The
freshmen showed good patience
and stamina." Katz, captain for
OU's squad and midwest finalist
in 1987, seemed to be disoriented with the patience of Maloney who scored effectively
while gaining points and the
unanimous decision.
The middleweight class event
featured Xavier's Patrick Coyne
who fought Miami's Steve Realery. Realery scored well on
Coyne, frustrating Coyne as he
failed to score inside. But this
was not his night as he fell in
defeat against the Redskin's Realery.
In other matches, Tim Taylor
of OU beat Ralph Clark of Miami in the light welterweight
division. Also, Tom Schuler
and Randy Messer of OU defeated Tom Ritter and Scott
Shepard of Miami, respectively.
Swartz noted that his team still
needs some work. "Some of
our guys looked very good,"
added Swartz, "but there is always room for improvement:'
The last match before the
Midwest Regional Tournament
is Friday, March 3. The same
Sabra Hayes photo
teams will battle it out at the
Senior co-captain Rick Roche waits in the corner with anticipation
Armory starting at 7:30 pm.
while a doctor checks his opponent's arm.
;,
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-
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SUMMER &CAREER OPPOR1UN\1\ES
EXCELLEN1 PA'/, WORLD 1RAVEL.

CRUISE SH. IP
JOBS!
~
Call now!
~
1-206-736-7000
ext. 120C (Call refundable)

Plymouth Sundance

3 DAY PACKAGE
Sundance, or Similar
Starting from

4 DAY PACKAGE
Sundance, or Similar
Starting from

Gas, taxes and optional coverages are additional.
Cars must be returned to renting location.

6 Convenient Locations

For Information and Reservations

1283-1166
DIVISION Of
C-sl£R MOTORS

Budge! lea1ures qualily·buill
p1oduc1s ol Ch1ysler Mo1ors and
olhe1 line ca1s,

L'se your SearsCha1 ;te

ee ·RS

card at Seara Car and ~~
TnJck Rental located -"---'.=-..;:;;;...::.,:=:__
in mosi Budg•t ottlces, Car & Truck

Rental

1989 x.u.
Summer Programs
Abroad Fair
Students and their relatives, and interested persons:
Learn about our programs in Austria, Colombia, Eng!and, Fr~nce, Ireland, Japan and Spain. Come, get
~nformahon and talk to students who have participated
m our program.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1989
ALTER .HALL LOBBY
7 :00 • 9:00 P.M.
Information: Romero Center, 745-3712

Landscaping/
Grounds Crews
Property. Management
Company in need of hardworking, dependable individuals to fill a limited number of full-time summer positions beginning iri May.
Hiring immediately. Ideal
for students. Apply in person at:
Park Lan~ Apartments
4201 Victory Pkwy
to the Manager's office
Thurs. & Fri.
1:00-5:00 p.m.

....,_
-

Full-time summer positions
available in our auto travel
department. Qualified individuals will have a working
knowledge of major U.S.
highway system and excellent communications skills.
Candidates .must be available to train during Spring
Break. Interviews must be
scheduled prior to Spring
Break. Our offices are located in Cleveland, Lyndhurst, Painesville, Parma,
Ravenna and Rocky River.
Interested individuals
should call

1-800-552-9199
Ext. 6016
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Hotshot of the Week

eXcuse me
by David Stubenrauch
Sports editor
Back when we were just
young pups growing up in
this kennel of life, things
were rough. It was a dogeat-dog world and we knew
it. We suffered through the
heartaches of childhood, the
humiliations of puberty and
the anguish of being a teen.
And all through those years,
we came to realize one simple rule of life; you can't
have it all.
And now we're in college.
We have freedom (for the
most part), good meals (you
know, pizza and ·a cold one)
and a wonderful basketball
team (except when they are
on the road). And to think,
some of you want more.
MORE? DID YOU SAY
MORE?
You want cable TV, you
want better parking . . . you
want· a football team. Well,
to that, all I can say is,
"What Dey, What Dey,
What The Heck For?" The
chances that a football team
will land here at Xavier are
about as slim as Vice ·President Dan Quayle's chance in
1992.
First of all, we don't need
a football team. Cincinnati
has a pretty good profes:..
··sionaFfuotbalheam already:
Competing with them in the
fall could hurt the school financially if the Bengals do
well and our team doesn't.
Attendence is. the key.
Speaking of attendance,
knowing most of you students and the way you "support" our nationally known
basketball team, I would be
embarrassed to have a football team and ·See the student
section half empty every Saturday. Our school really enjoys talking sports and bragging to their friends at other
colleges about our sports,
but when it comes to
"crunch time" in games,
when the fan in attendence is
most needed, none are there.
Finally, I hope you people
open your eyes and look
down the parkway toward
Clifton, but not for too long.
A failing football program is
limping around the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) loosing money
left and right while damaging the college's reputation.
The University of Cincinnati
should really reconsider their
football program. So sh9Uld
the students of Xavier University.
A football team would be
nice, believe me, I wish we
still had one. But the key
word is "still:' If you think a
Musketeer football team is
possible, you are barking up
the wrong tree. Starting up a
football team from scratch
would not be rational. It's
fourth down and long, better
to punt the ball than go for
the bomb.
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by Mike Pfiester
Sports editor

BASKETBALL
The Xavier Musketeers continued to struggle on the road
last week. The Muskies
dropped an 88-82 decision to
the University of Evansville
Thursday in front of 10,607
fans at Roberts Stadium.
Xavier fell behind early, rallied to cut an 18-point deficit to
five and came up short. Turnovers plagued the Muskies as
the team combined for 28. To
make matters worse, head
coach Pete Gillen was called for
his first technical foul of his career.
On the other hand, the Purple Aces had the upper hand.
They are 14-0 at home this season and hold a home winning
streak at 32 consecutive games.
They lead the Midwestern Collegiate Conference (MCC) with
an 8-1 record, 20-3 overall.
Senior Scott Haffner has
been the Aces wild card this
season. He scored 32 points in
the victory over XU and later
added an MCC record 65
points in another home win
against the University of Dayton on Saturday.
Senior Stan Kimbrough led
XU with .. 2'.i points and nine re.bounds. Jtiniors Tyrone Hill and
Derek Strong contributed 18
and 16 points respectively. Hill

grabbed 17 rebounds and
Strong nine. Sophomore Jamal
Walker scored 14 points and
dished out seven assists.
The Muskies lost another
heartbreaker at St. Louis Saturday. With only four seconds remaining, the Billikens scored on
an 18-footer and handed Xavier
a 62-61 defeat. XU couldn't
make the key free throws down
the stretch to pull off a much
needed come-from-behind victory.
Kimbrough led with 17
points, Strong had 16 points,
sophomore Colin Parker scored
13 points and Hill collected 12
points and 10 rebounds.
The Xavier Lady Musketeers
finished 1-1 on the road this
week in the MCC. The Lady
Purple Aces of Evansville
handed Xavier a 66-49 defeat
on Thursday. Sophomore Julie
Campbell led with 12 points,
seniors Kerry Durham and
Kelly Benintendi collected 10
and nine points respectively.
The Lady Muskies rebounded
from the loss to slam St. Louis
67-60 on Saturday. Four Xavier
players reached double figures
- junior Jennie Schilling scored
18 points, Benintendi had 10
points, sophomore Kim Blanton
scored 10 points and freshman
Sheryl Krmpotich also contributed 10 points. The Lady Muskies will host MCC-foe µniversity of Notre Dame on
Saturday at 7 p.m. in the
Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse.

FUTURE LAWYERS
experience Law School
for a day

The ·University of Dayton

SCHOOL OF LAW
OPEN HOUSE

March 1, 1989
call 745-3141
Transportation provided

Sugar 'n' Spice

Rick Keating pholo

Joann Wissman
Sport: Swimming
Year: sophomore
Hometown: Ft. Mitchell; KY

Position: freestyle, butterfly
and individual medley
Height: 5'9"
Weight: 130 lbs.

Joann Wissman has definitely made a name for herself at
Xavier. She holds seven individual records along with a few
relay records in only her second year with the Aqua-Muskies. Those records include the 100, 200, 500 and 1,000
meter freestyle, the 200 and 400 individual medley and the
100 and 200 butterfly.
At the Midwestern Collegiate Conference (MCC) Swimming and Diving Championships, Wissman competed in four
individual events. Although she was unsure of how many
records she broke at the meet, she was sure of her places.
She finished fifth in the 200 freestyle, fourth in the 200 butterfly and 200 individual medley, and an impressive third in
400 individual medley. Coach Tassos Madonis commented on
Wissman by saying, "She is definitely one of the hardest
workers on our team ... one of our building blocks.
As a communication arts major, her future plans include
graduation and graduate school. The way things are goi!'g,
she will probably be taking a few pool records along with
her diploma.

Restaurant

OPEN

EVERY DAY 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables

Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheesecake,
~ and much, much more!
;Y: .. ~

.,=~
.....,,~
:-.i _)-·>

J

A Cincinnati tradition since 1941
4381 Reading Rd. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory Parkway
Across from Natorp's
Cincinnati Magazine·s 1984 Best Breakfast Award.
Minutes from Xavier University, Reasonable prices!

242·3521

Leu Than 15 Mlnut.. from Xavier
Authentic Mullcle w.ar ancl Other Great Merchancll• lnclucll1111:
•
•
•
•
•

Starter Jackets
Caps
Pennants
Posters
Mugs and Steins

• Wastebaskets
•
• Coaches Shirts
•
• Shot Glasses
•
• Clip-Ons
•
• Pens
•
• Authentic Game Jerseys
M't LOOKOUT $Q.__

Magnets
Boxer Shorts
Sweaters
T-Shirts
Umbrellas

r;---------;l
Receive
:
10% OFF
:
Any Purchase
3111 LINWOOD AVE.

171-12M

1

I

1

1

1

with this coupon

L$_ - - - - -

$

1

- - - - - - ~
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Acid House rediscovers '60s psychedelia
by Molly Donnellon
staff reporter
Take a dry ice machine, add
a powerful strobe light and a
heavy duty sound system and
what do you get? ACID
HOUSE!
In the summer of 1988, Britain was hit with a new dance
club explosion which was said
to have been the biggest thing
since punk.
The scene, called Acid
House, revolves around love
and peace (much like in the sixties) and involves a new kind
of atmosphere: dance, and most
important, music. For the most
part, the people sport smileyface t-shirts or badges, since
this has come to be the logo
for Acid House.
It was at the beginning of
the summer that the scene
started to take shape as a
group of London DJs returned
from vacations on the Mediterranean island of Izbia with
hopes of starting clubs in London like the ones they had left
behind. "The idea of going to
clubs just to dance, dressing

down in baggy t-shirts, loose
denims, and All-Star Converse
boots, and, in some quarters,
dropping a tab of Ecstacy or
LSD, spread like wildfire;' says
Dave Seaman of Billboard
Magazine.
Although Britain received
much of the publicity over the
new musical phenomenon, the
music originated in Chicago.
Writer, singer, producer and
well-known face of the Chicago
scene, Marshall Jefferson, claims
to have discovered Acid House
music. Jefferson was at the controls of Phuture's Acid Tracks,
the three mix 12-inch album
which most believe "oiled the
first cog of the Acid machine:·
Melody Maker magazine describes the music as having a
"hard, fast beat, percussive friction, electro oscillations, swells
and lulls, and an all around
oddity ." In other words, you
just have to hear it.
The British media hit a gold
mine when they discovered that
Acid House was born in clubs
reknown for being drug bases.
The newspapers, which printed
mostly derogatory statements
about the new fad, looked pri-

XAVIER UNIVERSITY
1989 SUMMER STUDY ABROAD
AUSTRIA
COWMBIA

ENGLAND

FRANCE
IRELAND
JAPAN
SPAIN
Humanities, Business, Social Science courses and other
fields taught in English. Modem Languages.

FOR INFORMATION:
Xavier University, Romero Center,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
Telephone 800-745-3712

We survived Spring Break '88
''Hunicane Gilbert'' was just
another Pwtr Animal.

CANCUN

marily upon the clubs that had
been known for drugs before
Acid House existed. The people
in power (i.e. the press and the
police) knew very little about
the topic but decided to take
action anyway. In a number of
raids, police, expecting to find
large amounts of acid, were
surprised to find the same assortment of drugs in Acid
House clubs that was typically
confiscated in normal club
raids. The correlation between
acid usage and the clubs was
dispelled; however, the bad
publicity caused the music to be
banned in certain clubs. Many
record companies were cautious
about releasing the music,
afraid of the "anti-acid" press.
To back the issue of Acid
House having little to do with
drugs, a Scottish press officer
told the British magazine New

Musical Express that "Acid
House parties are a new phenomenon and there is little evidence of drugs being taken at
them:'

What does a London Acid
House have to do with Cincinnati? Well, it just so happens
that the Club Hous on Gano
Street downtown offers an Acid
House night every other Tuesday and is the first club in this
area to offer a night solely devoted to Acid House. After
many trips to Chicago and
New York, Club Hous DJ Chris
Roth decided to try it in Cincinnati. Roth says that in New
York and other places he has
visited, all types of people
dance to Acid House music,
whereas here the people are
more mainstream; people aren't
sure what to expect. "It's like

$419!
ACAPULCO & NASSAU Vacations too!
Call John Bevis for more info at
(513) 281-2366

MONACO INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
Celebrating Spring Break Affordably!

The next Acid House night at
the Club Hous is Feb. 28, and
every other Tuesday follawing.
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Players labor to deliver Baby'
by Missy Baker
Diversions editor

In celebration of the Xavier Players' 20th anniversary,
the Players invite you to
share in the birth of "Baby."
"Baby'' ,is the story of
three couples' decision and
delight over having a baby.
The delightful lyrics and upbeat contemporary music by
David Shire and Richard
Maltby, Jr., coupled with Sybille Pearson's touching story,
celebrate magic, mystery and
misgivings of "Baby:'
Children of all ages will
enjoy th.is hit comedy-musical which features the talents
of several generations. From
a song and dance by Dr. Arthur Shriberg, vice president
of Student Development, and
Dr. Bob Helmes, professor of
education, to the appearance ·
of a newborn, all bases are
covered in this exciting Players' presentation.
"Baby" will be performed
Thursday, Feb~ 23 through
Saturday, Feb. 25 at 8 p.m.,
and Sunday, Feb. 26 at 2
p.m., in the University Center Theatre. Tickets are $4
for general admission and $3
for students.

.

Taft Theatre
CINCINNATI

WXIX·CINCINNATI
PRESENTS

.

.

.

·

·

. Sabfa Ha)e ~to

Dr. Arthur Shriberg and Dr. Bob Helmes warm up for weekend's
delivery of "Baby."

READYFORYOUIN '89!
A Complete Vacation Week Starts At

Only

nothing they've ever experienced," explains Roth. "When
you walk into the Club Hous
on Acid House night, (the setting) is like no other club from
here to Chicago:'
Asked if the Club Hous
would turn into a total Acid
House club in the future, Roth
replied that "the progressive
music we play is very popular
so we're not going to change.
On regular nights though, I
mix some Acid House music in
with everything else."
"It's going to be around for a
while, that's for sure," Roth finalizes. "Some say it's just a
fad and why jump on the
bandwagon. I say why not7 It's
f un."

"An Outspoken
Evening with

MORTON
DOWNEY, JR.!"
Saturday, March 25
Tickets available al: All Tickclrnn Outlets
or charge by phone at Telclron 621-1110 or
800-225-7337.

UkGEMT-Child Care needed for
two boys in my home, 1'12 mi.
from campus. M-W-F, 10 o.m.·
3:30 p.m. (any or all). If interested, coll 559-1187 ·immediately.

Interviewing Now
for
Junior Executives
1991 grads, all majors. Starting salary $21,000 + to
$35,000 + in only 4 years.
Paid dental, medical, 30 days
vacation and more. Excellent
promotions. Applications accepted only until March 15th.
AFROTC 556-2239
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Grammy Awards Scoresheet
Match wits with the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences and the Newswire Diversions editors with your very own unofficial
Grammy awards scorecard. Listed below are the top categories for tonight's award presentations. (Editor's selections are in bold.)
RECORD OF THE YEAR.
D Don't Worry, Be Happy-Bobby Mcferrin
D Fast Car-Tracy Chapman
D Giving You The Best That I Got-Anita Baker
D Man In The Mirror-Michael Jackson
D Roll With It-Steve Winwood
ALBUM OF THE YEAR
D Faith-George Michael
D ... Nothing Like the Sun-Sting
D Roll With It-Steve Winwood
D Simple Pleasures-Bobby Mcferrin
D Tracy Chapman-Tracy Chapman
SONG OF THE YEAR
D Be Still My Beating Heart-Sting
D Don't Worry, Be Happy-Bobby Mcferrin
D Fast Car-Tracy Chapman
D Giving You The Best That I Got-Anita
Baker
D Piano In The Dark Brenda Russell

BEST NEW ARTIST
D Rick Astley
D Tracy Chapman
D Toni Childs
D Take 6
D Vanessa Williams

BEST POP VOCAL DUO OR GROUP
D Anything For YOu-Gloria Estefan/Miami Sound Machine
D Brasil-Manhattan Transfer
D Kokomo-Beach Boys
D Piano In the Dark-Brenda Russell and Joe Esposito
D Wild, Wild West-Escape Club

BEST POP VOCAL FEMALE
D One Moment In Time-Whitney Houston
D Challmark In A Rainstorm-Joni Mitchell
D Fast Cai-Tracy Chapman
D Get Here-Brenda Russell
0 Tell It To My Heart-Taylor Dayne

BEST SONG: MOTION PICTURE OR TV
D Century's End-Bright Lights, Big City
D Cry Freedom-Cry Freedom
D Kokomo-Cocktail
D One Moment In Time-1988 Summer Olympics
0 Two Hearts-Buster

BEST POP VOCAL MALE
D Be Still My Beating Heart-Sting
D Don't Worry, Be Happy-Bobby Mcferrin
D Father Figure-George Michael
D A Groovy Kind Of Love-Phil Collins
D Roll With It-Steve Winwood

BEST MUSIC VIDEO
D Check It Out-John Mellencamp
D Glass Spider-David Bowie
D Stevie Nicks Live At Red Rocks-Stevie Nicks
0 The Symphony Sessions-David Foster
0 Where The Streets Have No Name-U2

TIME IS
RUNNING
OUT ••••
IS vou:t RESUME READY?

THE UNFAIR ADVANTAGE
Resume Designers
984-3357
!r

I

CRUISESHIP

!

JOBS

I

$300-$900 ~eekly

I

281-6885

i
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396·7400
3915 Montgomery Rd.
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This

Sprjng Break,

go Greyhound®

mstead.
For just $49. 50 each way,
you and your friends can
afford to pile on Greyhound.
Whether it's the beach, the
slopes or ~~ur hometo~n,
going Greyhound won· t
cramp your style.

:t-9~
,.GO

each way based on round-trip purchase.

GREYHOUND

~Andlea~th!driving to us:

1005 Gilbert Street• 352-6000

~

©1989 Domlnos Pizza, Inc.
Our drivers· carry less than $20.00. Li~ite.d .
· delivery area. Now accepting applicat1ons.
Checks accepted with proper ID.

,\\ust resent valid college I.D. card upon purchase. No other discounts apply. Tickets arc nomransferab!c ~nd good only (ortravcl o~ Grcyh~un~
and other participating carriers. Offer limited. Greyhound also offers low Money Saver fares. Some res1nc11on~ apply. Spring Break fare available
211/89 through 4/30/89 and is subject to change without notice,© 1989 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
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All announcememts must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in Brockman Hall by Friday at 3 p.m. Please direct all
mail to Anita Klausing, editor,
Calendar I Special Projects.
Also include name and phone
number.

February
The Office of Minority Affairs is sponsoring an information
session for Ms. Black Cincinnati
contestants. Information on
qualifications, requirements and
fees are included in the session.
The session is at 3 p.m. in the
Regis Room. For more information,. please contact Ronnise
Handy at 745-3181.

22
.

Earthbread is having
their "Veg-Out" meal
at the Dorothy Day
House at 5 p.m. All are welcome to join in the meal.

22

Spring
Elections
'89 are finally here. All students are encouraged to run for office.
Qualifications include dedication, desire and a willingness to
learn. Sign-ups are at 2:30 p.m ..
today and tomorrow in CBA 4.

22 23
-

23

·

"Places in the Heart"

will be shown today

at 3:30 p.m. at the
Dorothy Day House as part of
Pax Christi's film series on violence. Admission is free and so
is the popcorn!

Wednesday, February 22, 1989
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vers1ty
Players are presenting the musical "Baby" at 8 p.m., Feb. 2325, and at 2 p.m. on Feb. 26.
Admission is $2 with XUID
and $4 without. For more information, please contact Julie
Driehaus at 745-3578 or 6310273.
Xavier's chapter of
Amnesty International
is meeting at 2 p.m.
at the Dorothy Day House. All
are welcome to come.

24

Today is the last day
to pick up applications to live in Xavier
Village next year. Applications
are available at the Office of
Residence Life, first floor, University Center.

24

Xavier's Black Student
Association (BSA) is
sponsoring a dance,
"Getting into Step with RAEGAE." The dance is from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Musketeer Inn. For more information,
please contact Rosetta Gibson
at 745-1029.
The Jazz Guitar Series
presents Joe Pass in
the University Center
Theatre. The performance. is at
7:30 p.m., all are invited. For
ticket information, please call
745-3161.
Anyone interested in
helping plan the Senior Baccalaureate
Mass is welcome to attend a
committee meeting at 7 p.m. at
the Loyola House. For more information, please contact Susanne Lamonte at 351-7340.

26

26

The English Department and the President's Office are cosponsoring Dr. Tom Zaniello
and his lecture "Hopkins, Science, and Miracles." The lecture
is in commemoration of the
lOOth anniversary of the death
of Jesuit poet Gerard Manley
Hopkins. The lecture is at 7:30
p.m. in the Terrace Room. Admission is free arid everyone is
welcome to attend.

27

Submissions needed!
Anyone wishing to have an
event printed in the April pullout Calendar must submit all
information before 5 p.m.,
Feb.24. If you have any questions or problems please, contact Anita Klausing, editor, Calendar /Special Projects at 7453561 or 745-3285.

TELEMARKETERS
Looking for new products
Customers call you.
Big Profits!

281-6885

DOUBLE LUNAR DOGS. IF YOU WERE A RADIOACTIVE CAT,

RADIOACTIVE (ATS,

WHERE WOULD YOU GLOW? AT THE ART MUSEUM, SURELY.YOU'D SHINE WITH THE

Off Campus
Housing

LIKES OF SUN TUNNELS, PANTHERBURN, AUGUST. LEAVING THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, YOU'D BE OFF TO VISIT

• Walk to campus
•Free heat

SHANTY STANDS TALL, VIDEO RUNS

EXOTIC VISTAS AND FARAWAY LANDS WHERE

• Cable
ITS WINGS, MULTI-FOLD, OVERHEAD.

•Parking
$245.00 and up

Oxford Apts

You'D SHIFT PERSPECTIVES WITH TENT, ROOF, FLOOR, CARPET: SHARE FRIENDLY EXCHANGE WITH A HORSE.

PRANCING INTO

100 BOOTS, TRAVELLING WITH

1001 DIM AYI.
Cell Rol1ndo It
221·1714

TO EXPLORE HERE-POSSIBLY IN MICHIGAN?-AND THERE-WINTERGARDEN?-

Get a Peace
of the Action
Save the whales.
No nukes.
Ban the bum.
Learn about
environmental issues,
work for environmental
rights, and earn money
(it beats flipping
burgers!).
Greenpeace Actions
Cincinnati Office·
is now filling canvass
positions. Full-time and
flexible part-time
schedules available.
281-4242

0

LOVE FROM A TO B, YOU D STOP

LOOK.

Ir's

SHARKEv'S DAY. STRETCHED SILVERY SPLENDID SINGING ALL AROUND,

IT S YOURS. 0
0

WOMEN

ARTISTS

MOVE

INTO

TOUR THE CINCINNATI ART MUSEUM'S SPECIAL EXHIBITION OF

THE

MAINSTREAM

150 WORKS

BY

87 ARTISTS

1970-85
WHO'vE GIVEN

MAIDENFORM, INC.
"Milklna Their Milrk" and Its national tour have been niade possible by Milldenform, Inc. ~ 1989, Cincinnati Art Museum.

